
Abstract 
This paper aims to establish optimal response of monetary policy to output, 
inflation, and asset price volatility in small open economies of Kenya and 
Ghana. The paper estimates a monetary policy response function for inflation, 
asset prices, and output volatility developed from a dynamic stochastic general 
equilibrium model using quarterly data from 2000 to 2018. The analysis shows 
that monetary policy accord inflation greatest weight compared to output and 
asset prices. However, there are differences in the sensitivity of monetary policy 
across the economies, and hence price, output, and welfare outcomes. The 
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prioritization of inflation stifles output growth more in Ghana than in Kenya due to 
high interest rate. Despite monetary policy prioritizing inflation in Ghana, average 
inflation is higher compared to Kenya. Results from dynamic optimization show 
that a consistent intervention in the economy to stabilize inflation, output, nominal 
exchange rate, and asset prices, achieves higher welfare.
 

Introduction
Monetary authorities in developing economies desire to hasten economic growth and 
maintain price stability simultaneously. Interest rates are employed to regulate prices, 
which in turn influence the level of utilization of the economy’s resources and the 
size of output gap. However,  on the one hand, elevated interest rate geared towards 
maintaining price stability stifles growth (Woodford, 2003; Divino, 2009). On the other 
hand, extended periods of stable inflation and robust growth precipitate asset price 
misalignment. Furthermore, a small open economy is exposed to external shocks 
that affect nominal exchange rate stability. The movements in the nominal exchange 
rate affect inflation, hence requires monetary policy intervention. Yet, intervention in 
the foreign exchange market may be inconsistent with the output gap and inflation 
target (Clarida et al., 2001; Corsetti & Pesenti, 2005).

The competing monetary policy objectives have reignited the debate on the 
effectiveness and optimality of monetary policy actions. Despite the raging debate, 
monetary policy operational frameworks and empirical studies have focused more on 
the effectiveness of monetary policy against price and output instability (for example, 
Kobayashi, 2004; Kholodilin et al., 2009; Koop et al., 2009; Misati et al., 2011; Misati & 
Nyamongo, 2012a). Yet, optimality of monetary policy stabilization actions is equally 
important in contemporary economies experiencing output and price shocks. 

Therefore, this paper analyses optimal monetary policy stabilization of inflation, 
output, and asset prices in small open economies of Kenya and Ghana. The paper 
focuses on Ghana and Kenya because the economies have a developed financial sector 
and exhibit significant international portfolio flows, but they have different monetary 
policy frameworks. This enables the analysis of stabilization issue in open economies 
with comparable level of development and openness, but under different monetary 
policy frameworks. In particular, the paper first establishes weights employed by 
monetary policy in response to inflation, output, and asset price volatility. The paper 
then evaluates optimality of the monetary policy response using a welfare criterion 
as in Divino (2009).

Hence, the paper develops a monetary policy reaction and social welfare functions 
incorporating volatility based on a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) 
model. The parameters of monetary policy reaction function are estimated using 
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quarterly data from 2000 to 2018 for Kenya and Ghana. Other parameters of the 
model are calibrated to reflect characteristics of Kenyan and Ghanaian economies. 
The social welfare function is solved numerically using the dynamic programming 
method of Bellman and Lee (1984), considering optimization decisions of households 
and firms; an approach that has been emphasized and used by Rotemberg and 
Woodford (1997), Benigno (2004), and Divino (2009) in their analysis of optimal 
monetary policy. The formulation and numerical solution of the social welfare 
problem as a dynamic programme enables estimation of the time path of monetary 
policy rate that maximizes social welfare. The path for optimal monetary policy rate 
incorporates static and dynamic responses of agents to monetary policy actions in 
an economy. The welfare, output, and price are then evaluated under discretion and 
consistency rules in the two economies. 

The parameter estimates of the monetary policy reaction function indicate that 
inflation is accorded the strongest response of 1.48 and 1.41 compared to output 
of 0.25 and 0.12 for Kenya and Ghana, respectively. This is consistent with the 
stated monetary policy objective of stabilizing prices to enhance growth in the 
two economies. Bond yields are stabilized by employing weights of 0.35 and 
0.26, while equity prices have weights of 0.16 and 0.14 for Kenya and Ghana, 
respectively. The yields on bonds are stabilized with greater weight compared to 
equity prices. Stability of yields on bonds enable investors, especially financial 
institutions, to allocate credit and better manage liquidity through holding liquid 
debt instruments in response to monetary policy action. This enhances the 
effectiveness of yields in transmitting monetary policy stimulus to the real sector 
via changes in asset prices. The responsiveness of monetary policy to equity and 
yields is greater for Kenya compared to Ghana. This is due to differences in the 
depth of the capital market in Kenya and Ghana, as well as strength of the pass-
through of monetary policy stimulus to the real sector via changes in interest rate. 
Deeper capital markets are responsive to monetary policy and have a significant 
impact on the real sector. Consequently, monetary policy can target asset prices 
to stabilize price and output. These results are qualitatively consistent with 
estimates of Were (2014) and Bleaney et al. (2019) with respect to the response 
of monetary policy to inflation and output in Kenya and Ghana, respectively. The 
dynamic optimization results indicate that there are welfare gains when monetary 
authorities in Kenya and Ghana respond to inflation, output, and asset price 
instability consistently.

This paper, by estimating a reaction function and evaluating optimality of 
monetary policy action, makes the following contributions. First, the general 
equilibrium framework is able to capture the preferences of agents, as well as their 
responses to monetary policy. This provides a better estimate of the sensitivity of 
monetary policy on the target variable. Secondly, the paper employs numerical 
methods to establish optimal response of monetary authority when asset prices, 
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inflation, and output stability are in the monetary policy's objective function. 
Stability in prices and output encourages investment and economic growth in 
developing economies like that of Ghana and Kenya. Thirdly, the study enriches 
the debate on stabilization problems faced by monetary authorities in small open 
developing economies, in which available tools are fewer than objectives to be 
achieved. More importantly, the paper brings to light the stabilization outcomes 
in inflation targeting and in an economy transitioning to inflation targeting, an 
issue that has not received much attention. Fourth, the social welfare criterion 
for evaluating optimal monetary response is solved numerically using dynamic 
programming method. This method enables evaluation of social welfare outcomes 
resulting from monetary policy intervention to stabilize output, asset prices, and 
inflation under different regimes.

Monetary policy in Kenya and Ghana

Monetary policy in Kenya and Ghana, like other developing countries, is mainly 
used to stabilize price, which is essential for encouraging investment and output 
growth. Besides price stability, monetary policy is also employed to mitigate output 
fluctuations. The evolution of monetary policy in the two countries has been shaped 
by economic reforms intended to hasten economic growth. Notably, liberalization 
and removal of price controls, between 1985 and 1995, necessitated prioritization 
of price stability over output growth in the implementation of monetary policy. 
This is because liberalization and price decontrol led to increase in inflation, which 
undermined output growth. The emphasis on price stability objective achieved low 
and stable inflation, but at the expense of slow output growth rate between 1990 
and 2001, whereby Kenya had a lower average growth of 2.1% compared to 4.1% for 
Ghana (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Output, inflation, and monetary policy

Source: Illustration using data from Kenya National Bureau of Statistics and Ghana Statistical Service.
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The monetary policy framework in Ghana and Kenya started with money targeting, 
whereby monetary authorities changed money supply in tandem with growth in 
nominal output. This ensures that there is just enough liquidity to finance transactions 
in the economy (McCallum, 1999). This explains the tendency for broad money to 
grow in tandem with inflation. The higher correlation between the growth rates of 
broad money and inflation in Kenya than in Ghana suggests that money targeting 
was more effective in controlling inflation in Kenya than in Ghana. 

However, Ghana has transitioned fully to inflation targeting while Kenya is transitioning 
to inflation targeting. With respect to Ghana, monetary policy rate is adjusted following 
a Taylor rule in response to inflation stability. In addition, the monetary policy actions 
are geared towards influencing market interest rates and asset prices (Woodford, 
2001; Kovanen, 2011; Bleaney et al., 2019). Monetary policy operations in Kenya are 
similar to those of Ghana in so far as they are market orientated. The difference is 
that, whereas monetary policy rate in Kenya is adjusted gradually towards the target 
rate in order to achieve inflation and output targets, the policy rate adjustment in 
Ghana is greater than the deviation of inflation from the target (Bleaney et al., 2019). 
The gradual adjustment of the policy rate to the desired target informs the financial 
market of the expected direction of monetary policy stance. This reduces uncertainty 
and builds inertia in the change in market interest rates, which enables economic 
agents to insure themselves against liquidity changes (Woodford, 2003, 2013). 

The monetary policy reaction function in Ghana reduces uncertainty because the 
interest rate rule informs expectations of the public about the reaction of monetary 
policy to inflation. However, the aggressive reaction to inflation leads to quick 
adjustment of market interest rates, which may precipitate liquidity distress to 
agents who cannot adjust their liquidity immediately. In addition, frequent changes 
in interest rates in response to inflation movements impede liquidity prediction, which 
reduces investment (Stulz, 1986; Wurgler, 2000). Yet, monetary policy in developing 
economies ought to encourage investment so as to realize economic growth and 
welfare improvement. 

Another difference is that monetary policy in Ghana is precluded from responding 
to economic slowdown. This is because price stability objective supersedes output 
stability in the monetary policy reaction function. With respect to Kenya, movements 
in broad money are countercyclical to output growth rate, implying that monetary 
policy can be used to stabilize output (Vegh & Vuletin, 2012). Nevertheless, average 
output growth  in Kenya is lower than in Ghana, but inflation is higher in Ghana 
compared to Kenya from 2000 to 2016 (Figure 1).

The level of openness of the economy and ease of portfolio flows through the capital 
market influence exchange rate movement. Significant movements in exchange rate 
disrupt allocation of liquidity and accentuate instability in the financial sector, which 
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undermine investment and growth. This has informed Bank of Ghana and Central 
Bank of Kenya's intervention in the foreign exchange market to mitigate volatility in 
exchange rate. The changes in monetary policy rate in Ghana affect nominal exchange 
rate with a lag. In some periods, for example between 2013 and 2014, whereas 
monetary policy rate increased gradually, exchange rate fluctuated in a wider range. 
In addition, volatility in exchange rate increased in 2015 and 2016, suggesting that 
volatility in exchange rate increased despite an increase in monetary policy rate 
to stabilize exchange rate. The increase in exchange rate volatility may have been 
influenced more by commodity price shocks, especially cocoa. The ineffectiveness of 
monetary policy in stabilizing exchange rate is also exacerbated by shallow financial 
market that inhibited transmission of monetary policy stimulus to real sector via 
changes in asset prices (Kovanen, 2011).

Figure 2: Effectiveness of monetary policy in mitigating exchange rate volatility

Source: Illustration using data from Kenya National Bureau of Statistics and Ghana Statistical Service.

Monetary policy rate in Kenya was not effective in mitigating volatility in exchange 
rate between 2007 and 2010. Global financial crisis, as well political instability, may 
have undermined stabilization effort of monetary authority. However, monetary policy 
was effective in stabilizing exchange rate between 2011 and 2018, as indicated by the 
deviation of exchange rate from its trend and being in concert with changes in monetary 
policy rate. The effectiveness of monetary policy in reducing volatility in exchange rate 
can be attributed to deeper financial market, which increases the responsiveness of 
exchange rate to liquidity changes induced by the Central Bank of Kenya. 

A deep financial market is efficient in transmitting monetary policy stimulus to the 
real sector. Hence, the responsiveness of yields and equity prices to monetary policy 
rate influence effectiveness of monetary policy. The yields on Ghanaian bonds change 
in tandem with monetary policy rate. However, yields on bonds traded on Nairobi 
Securities Exchange (NSE) in Kenya tend to deviate from monetary policy rate and 
their fluctuations weakly mimic changes in monetary policy rate. This suggests that 
monetary policy in Ghana has a stronger influence on yields than in Kenya (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Monetary policy and yields on bonds.

Source: Illustration using data from Kenya National Bureau of Statistics and Ghana Statistical Service. 
Notes: Yields are for government and corporate bonds traded on the Nairobi Securities Exchange (NSE) and Ghanaian 
Stock Exchange (GSE). The tenor for Kenya and Ghanaian bonds is 1‒25 years and 1‒7 years, respectively.

Movements in equity prices in an efficient market can be induced by monetary policy. 
More importantly, monetary policy decisions influence equity prices in so far as they 
change the expected returns on investment, thereby influencing investors' decisions 
on the stock market (Bernanke & Kuttner, 2005, Funke et al., 2011). This has been 
exploited by monetary authorities to stabilize equity prices. In Figure 4, the cyclical 
component of Nairobi Stock Exchange All Share Index (NASI) prices for Kenya, and 
Stock Exchange-Composite Index for Ghana is counter-cyclical to monetary policy 
rate. However, monetary policy in Ghana has a stronger effect on equity price than in 
Kenya. This suggests that monetary policy can be used to deflate equity prices thereby 
safeguarding the integrity of the capital market in allocating long term investment. 

Figure 4: Monetary policy and equity price stability

Source: Illustration using data from Kenya National Bureau of Statistics, Ghana Statistical Service, Ghana Stock 
Exchange (GSE), and Nairobi Securities Exchange (NSE). 
Note: The cycle for equity price indices is the Nairobi All Share index (NASI) for Kenya, and Ghana Stock Exchange 
Composite index (GSE-CI) for Ghana.
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Despite the fact that monetary policy in Kenya and Ghana is capable of enhancing 
price stability, there are differences in the responsiveness of equity, exchange rate, 
and yields on bonds, as well as the output growth outcomes in the economies. This 
calls for the analysis of, not only the response of monetary policy target variables, 
but also optimality of monetary policy actions. 

Optimal Monetary Policy Stabilization of Output and Prices: Theory and Evidence
The debate on stabilizing output and prices using monetary policy follows two broad 
strands. The first strand asserts that monetary authority should not intervene in the 
economy. The second strand advocates for monetary policy intervention to stabilize 
prices and output. The proponents of non-interventionist monetary policy argue that 
a market economy with flexible prices is self-regulating. This enables economic agents 
to face prices that provide incentive to produce output that maximizes individual and 
social welfare. Hence, monetary policy intervention in the economy is distortionary 
(Rotemberg & Woodford, 1997; Svensson, 1997). 

However, shocks, market power of agents, as well as information asymmetry among 
agents during transactions distort prices. Price distortions either misallocate or lead 
to under-utilization of an economy's resources. This results to actual output and 
inflation deviating from potential output and inflation target, respectively. Even in 
an efficient market, equilibrium prices may not be socially desirable (Svensson, 1997; 
Benigno, 2004). Consequently, monetary policy intervention is required to remove 
price distortions that impede the achievement of socially optimum output and prices. 
Even though Svensson (1997) and Benigno (2004) imply that monetary policy 
intervention is required to correct distortions in prices, they neither specify a set of 
prices to be targeted nor consider instability that may result from policy intervention. 
Yet, monetary policy actions influence commodity and asset prices, as well as incentive 
to take risks, and hence financial stability. In addition, they do not specify a framework 
of monetary policy intervention in contemporary economies. Monetary authorities 
either change monetary aggregates in tandem with output growth or change policy 
rates following some rule, with an objective of enhancing price stability (McCallum, 
1999; Woodford, 2013; Were, 2014). Woodford (2013) and Were (2014) show that 
rule-based monetary policy is effective in achieving inflation and output objectives. 

However, rule-based monetary policy frameworks may not consider agents' 
expectations and optimization decisions (Kydland & Prescott, 1977). As a result, 
monetary policy stabilization actions that follow some rule yield suboptimal welfare 
levels compared to stability achieved by a competitive market (King, 1997; Kydland & 
Prescott, 1977; Svensson, 1997). Nevertheless, a discretionary intervention achieves 
higher welfare than price or money targeting rule. This is because discretion affords 
monetary authority the flexibility to respond to unanticipated price and output 
changes, as well as dynamic optimization behaviour of economic agents. This is 
relevant for financial markets in which investors make decisions frequently to optimize 
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their portfolio holding. In addition, small open developing economies are susceptible 
to unpredictable capital flows and terms of trade changes, which affect asset and 
commodity prices, respectively. Hence, there is need for monetary authority to apply 
discretionary monetary policy to address price movement.

However, discretion results in, first, higher volatility in either prices or output. This 
is because discretion does not provide agents with rules and information that they 
can use to make current decisions. Consequently, agents adjust their decision as they 
get information, which affects stability of prices and output. Indeed, inconsistency 
in monetary policy action is a major cause of volatility in forward looking markets 
(Svensson, 1997; McCallum, 1999; Woodford, 2003). Secondly, discretion allows 
monetary authority to use its superior information compared to the public to pursue 
its main objective. King (1997) argues that monetary policy under discretion does not 
consider inflation expectations of the public when responding to output shocks. As 
a result, stabilizing output increases instability in inflation.

In as much as Svensson (1997), Woodford (1994, 2001), Benigno (2004), and McCallum 
(1999) advocate for monetary policy intervention in the economy, they specify output 
and inflation as target variables. However, stabilizing asset prices and enhancing 
financial stability to achieve growth has gained credence in developing and developed 
economies. Käfer (2014) and Caporale et al. (2018) argue that monetary policy in 
developing economies strive to stabilize inflation, output, and asset prices, while the 
focus on nominal exchange rate depends on openness and vulnerability of domestic 
prices to foreign shocks. 

Empirical analysis of optimal monetary policy intervention in the economy evaluates 
social welfare outcomes of monetary policy action. The analyses focus on the 
approaches that achieve price stability. This approach is based on the fact that 
when prices are stabilized at a level that enables a socially acceptable allocation 
and production, they lead to maximization of social welfare. For example, Rogoff 
(1985), Rotemberg and Woodford (1997), Svensson (1997), and King (1997) analyse 
the effectiveness of commitment and discretion in maintaining inflation stability. The 
studies establish that commitment to an interest rate rule, when responding to high 
inflation, leads to inflation stability, although output growth rate deviates from the 
target. The interest rate rule also leads to higher instability in output despite inflation 
and interest rate being stable. Woodford (2003) focuses on a consistent interest rate 
adjustment by monetary authority in response to inflation changes. In this analysis, 
smooth adjustment of interest rate in the expected direction informs the expectation 
of the public, who optimize based on the information available. The study establishes 
that interest rate adjustment with inertia has a higher welfare compared to surprise 
adjustments. The inertial adjustment of interest rate provides information required 
for formation of expectation about future asset price, which reduce uncertainty in 
forward looking markets. Caporale et al. (2018) find that monetary authorities in 
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developing and emerging markets accord more weight to inflation compared to 
output and exchange rate. However, output and exchange rate are accorded more 
weight if inflation is either within the target or there are no threats to price stability. 

Clarida et al. (2001), Benigno (2004), Corsetti and Pesenti (2005), and Divino (2009) 
extend the analysis to include exchange rate. In this way, they consider distortions in 
the domestic prices emanating from foreign economies. Their analytical solution of 
the social welfare function establishes that a consistent interest rate adjustment to 
stabilize inflation leads to output instability, because changes in interest rate affects 
exchange rate, which then causes a deviation of output from the socially desirable 
level. In this case, stabilizing inflation distorts the exchange rate, which reallocates 
resources in a manner that is socially undesirable. Recent studies by Fujiwara and 
Wang (2017) focusing on interaction between two monetary policy authorities find 
that there are welfare gains from optimal response to monetary policy inflation 
output and exchange rate. 

Whereas monetary policy affects risk taking and asset prices in the financial 
market, empirical studies have focused more on stability of inflation, output, and 
nominal exchange rate. Woodford (2012) and Käfer (2014) find that imbalances 
in asset prices can be corrected by augmenting a monetary policy response 
function with a measure of financial stability. Indeed, Christiano et al. (2010) 
find that increasing interest rate over and above the level required to stabilize 
inflation corrects excess liquidity used to exacerbate distortions in asset prices. 
Proximate studies on Ghana, such as Kovanen (2011) and Bleaney et al. (2019), 
find that monetary policy has insignificant impact on interest rate; while Misati 
et al. (2011) and Were (2014) show that the impact of monetary policy on interest 
rate and equity prices is weak in Kenya.

There are few limitations to these analyses. Firstly, they do not consider financial 
asset prices, like bond and equity prices, when monetary policy is responding to 
price distortions. Equity and bond prices are one of the channels through which 
monetary policy stimuli is propagated in the real sector via the financial sector. 
Therefore, a monetary policy response function without equity and bond prices, 
which result from optimization decision of agents on the financial market, is 
deficient of important information (Käfer, 2014). More importantly, asset price 
movements affect aggregate demand by changing the net-worth and wealth of 
firms and households. Fluctuations in aggregate demand, as a result of asset price, 
induce instability in output. 

Furthermore, asset price instability stifles growth by undermining the integrity of 
the financial sector to mobilize and distribute capital in the economy by distorting 
return on capital and balance sheets. Therefore, monetary authority eager to 
stabilize output and enhance growth, especially in developing economies, has 
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to include asset prices in its objective function. Secondly, equity and bond prices 
are a source of information that can be used by monetary authority to stabilize 
inflation (Bernanke & Gertler, 2000; Mishkin, 2001). Furthermore, monetary policy 
rates can inform pricing of risk on the yields of bonds, thereby influencing the term 
structure and the yield curve. Finally, in the general analytical solutions of Divino 
(2009), Clarida et al. (2001), Corsetti and Pesenti (2005), and Benigno (2004), social 
optimization problem with monetary policy intervention do not yield numerical 
results that can be compared.

Therefore, this paper tries to fill these gaps by analysing optimal monetary policy 
response to output and asset price volatility. The paper develops a dynamic 
stochastic general equilibrium model of an open economy with asset prices, and 
then calibrated to capture unique features of Kenyan and Ghanaian economies. Other 
parameters of the model are then estimated. A welfare analysis approach is used, 
because optimal intervention is more effectively evaluated by comparing welfare 
outcomes of alternative interventions. In addition, the welfare approach considers 
the optimization decision of the public, which is relevant for monetary policy. The 
social problem is also solved using dynamic programming numerical method, which 
allows a quantitative comparison.

Data source 
The monetary policy stabilization actions influence interests and yields, which then 
affect portfolio decisions, and hence consumption and production. This influences 
prices and output in the direction desired by monetary authorities (Misati et al., 2011; 
Misati & Nyamongo, 2012b). Underpinning price and output changes towards the 
monetary policy target is the change in the optimal decisions of agents. Households 
optimize their portfolio holding to maximize utility taking price as given, while 
firms adjust prices Calvo (1983) style to maximize profits. The Calvo (1983) style 
price adjustment captures price setting behaviour of firms in Kenya and Ghana. The 
economies have some firms with market power, while other firms take price as given 
and decide on the quantity to produce. 

Conclusion
This paper focused on optimal monetary policy response to output and financial 
asset price instability. The results from dynamic stochastic general equilibrium 
(DSGE) model indicate that monetary policy responds more strongly to inflation, 
followed by interest rate, yields, equity prices, and finally output. In this regard, 
the response is consistent with main objective of stabilizing prices. Stable prices 
enable market mechanisms to allocate resources to efficiently produce goods and 
achieve growth, which is the ultimate monetary policy objective in developing 
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economies. Whereas price stabilization is the stated objective of monetary 
authorities in Kenya and Ghana, there are differences in the output and inflation 
outcomes. Namely, Kenya has higher weight on inflation, but has lower average 
inflation and higher output growth compared to Ghana, which employs inflation 
targeting framework. In addition, inflation and interest rate are higher in Ghana 
than Kenya. This implies that prioritizing price stability induces contractionary 
effect on growth in Ghana.

The effectiveness of monetary policy depends on the reaction of the public to a 
monetary policy stimulus. Hence, an optimal monetary policy maximizes social 
welfare by aligning social preferences with regards to output, asset prices, and 
inflation with monetary authority's preferences. The results indicate that, social 
welfare is maximized when monetary policy responds to inflation instability 
more strongly compared to output growth rate deviating from the desired target. 
Monetary policy should also respond to distortions in the equity and bond prices 
with less weight compared to the exchange rate. In addition, a consistent monetary 
intervention in the economy has lower social loss than discretionary intervention. 
This implies that, monetary policy actions that minimize uncertainty in the 
economy enhance liquidity management, optimal portfolio holding, and efficient 
investment, which are essential for growth. The emphasis on price stabilization 
objectives in inflation targeting regime in Ghana seem to be competitive with 
output objective.

However, under welfare criterion, stabilizing prices and output consistently is 
complementary, which increases welfare. Therefore, in developing economies, 
stabilizing prices, and output, considering the response of the public, increases the 
effectiveness of monetary policy and welfare. The implication of these results is that 
price and output stability outcomes are influenced by the manner in which monetary 
policy is used and not the monetary policy frameworks. In addition, considering 
all prices and output increases effectiveness of monetary policy as well as welfare. 
Therefore, the response of monetary policy to exchange rate, equity prices, bond 
prices, and output does not prejudice inflation stability.

Despite the fact that the DSGE model captures the effect of monetary policy in details 
and more accurate than competing frameworks such as general equilibrium and 
Vector Autoregression frameworks, the model did not include bond issuing behaviour 
of corporate and governments. The auction and pricing mechanism of bonds affect 
monetary policy and yields on the stock market. In addition, changes in yields affect 
equity prices. Therefore, a possible extension of this paper should include bond issuing 
equations for corporate and governments.
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